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Applications

Motorsport in the UK

4500 companies involved in UK Motorsport and Performance Engineering sector
40,000 employees of which 25,000 are qualified engineers
Annual £9 billion per annum turnover in 2014 - £3.6 billion of which exported
On average spend 30% of turnover on R&D
(compared to 15% for pharmaceutical industry)

Formula One

Pinnacle of Motor sport
20 races in a year in 5 continents
Complex set of Technical and Sporting Regulations
6 of 9 (8 of 11) teams are UK based winning 41 world
championships since 1950
UK F1 teams and their supply chains employ more than
5,000 people generating over £2bn in annual revenue

F1 Performance Figures
▪ Top Speed: >350 km/h
▪ Acceleration:
▪ Braking:

0 - 100 km/h: 2.3s
0 - 200 km/h: 5.0s

330 -100 km/h: 3.2s
‘g’ force 4.8g
distance 169m

▪ Corner forces: ± 4.5g in 0.75s
▪ Car weight: 691 kg (including driver & no fuel)
▪ Downforce: >1500 kg at 250 km/h
▪ Gear Changes: Number: 3300 per race
Duration: under 20ms
▪ Full Throttle: 70% of the time
78% of the distance
15,000 unique parts

Competitive differentiation is measured in milliseconds
Only 2.0% performance gap between top 10 cars. Only 0.3% in top 3 cars

Competitive Environment
Product
Design

• 6-12 month lead time to design a new car
• 12 days of testing before race 1

Product
Launch

Product
Testing

• Continuous product development
• Car changes every race
• Car aerodynamics optimised for each circuit

Product
Launch

Product
Testing
Product
Design

Monte Carlo

Monza

Aerodynamics Challenges

Using front wing vortical structures to
control the bluff body front wheel wake
and stop it going under the car.

Managing and manipulating vortices
for the entire length of the car.

Unsteady flow modelling

Flow Scales

Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes

Flow Scales

Detached Eddy Simulation

Flow Scales

Under-resolved Direct Numerical Simulation
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expansion. Since a large part of the eﬃciency of the quadrilateral expansion (particu- hq(ξ2)
larly at larger polynomial orders) arises from the tensor product construction, we would
like to use a similar procedure to construct expansions within the triangular domains.
Therefore, to extend the tensor product expansion to simplex regions such as a triangle q
we need to generalise the tensor product expansion concept, which can be achieved by
using a collapsed coordinate system.
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q
p

hp finite element - hierarchical

Figure 17: Construction of a two-dimensional expansion basis from the tensor product of two
one-dimensional expansions of order P = 4. A modal expansion (top) and a nodal
expansion (bottom) are shown.
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• Continuous Galerkin
• Discontinuous Galerkin
• Flux Reconstruction
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Figure 17: Construction of a two-dimensional expansion basis from the tensor product of two

Depends on how we bolt
elements together!

In this section we will focus on 2D expansions defined on the standard triangle Tst , one-dimensional expansions of order P = 4. A modal expansion (top) and a nodal
defined as
expansion (bottom) are shown.
ond
Tst = {(ξ1 , ξ2)| − 1 ≤ ξ1 , ξ2 ; ξ1 + ξ2 ≤ 0} .
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the quadrilateral expansions discussed in section 4.1.1 we generated expansion.
a multidi- Since a large part of the eﬃciency of the quadrilateral expansion (particularly
at larger polynomial orders) arises from the tensor product construction, we would
mensional expansion by forming a tensor product of one-dimensional expansions based
like
to use a similar procedure to construct expansions within the triangular domains.
on a Cartesian coordinate system. The one-dimensional expansion was defined
between
Therefore,
constant limits and therefore an implicit assumption of the tensor extension was that the to extend the tensor product expansion to simplex regions such as a triangle
we need
to generalise the tensor product expansion concept, which can be achieved by
coordinates in the two-dimensional region were bounded between constant limits.
Howusing
a
collapsed
coordinate system.
ever this is not the case
in the standardStriangular
region as
the bounds ofA4the Cartesian
OXFORD
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coordinates (ξ1 , ξ2 ) are dependent upon each other.
4.1.3 Collapsed coordinate system
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Computational cost ~ P TIONSComputational error ~ h

P accuracy
Nel=128, P=1
Dof = 384

Nel=32, P=3
Dof = 192

Nel=8, P=8
Dof = 288

Bolis, Cantwell, Kirby, Sherwin Int J Num Meth. fluid, 2014
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High order mesh generation
NekMesh
Dave Moxey, Mike Turner & Joaquim Peiro

High-order mesh generation

Boundary-Representation

Linear mesh

High-order mesh generation

Linear mesh

High-order mesh

“Mesh generation in curvilinear domains using high-order elements”
S.J. Sherwin and J. Peiro, Int. J. Numer. Meth. Engng 2002; 53:207–223

Effect of curvature

Producing meshes for high-Re simulations
Viscous flows ➙ boundary layer around walls.

• From the surface triangulation, we generate a

prismatic boundary layer (better mesh quality).
• Rest of the volume is constructed using
tetrahedra.

“An isoparametric approach to high-order curvilinear boundary-layer meshing”
Moxey, Hassan, Sherwin, Peiro, CMAME, 283, (2015)

Producing meshes for high-Re simulations
Viscous flows ➙ boundary layer around walls.

• From the surface triangulation, we generate a

prismatic boundary layer (better mesh quality).
• Rest of the volume is constructed using
tetrahedra.
For high Reynolds number simulations:

• Require an extremely thin boundary layer (y+~1)
• Must not contain invalid elements.
Refine a valid coarse prismatic mesh to produce
a valid mesh of triangular prisms or tetrahedra.
“An isoparametric approach to high-order curvilinear boundary-layer meshing”
Moxey, Hassan, Sherwin, Peiro, CMAME, 283, (2015)

Isoparametric mapping

Shape function is a mapping from
master element (parametric coordinates) to
mesh element (physical coordinates)
“An isoparametric approach to high-order curvilinear boundary-layer meshing”
Moxey, Hassan, Sherwin, Peiro, CMAME, 283, (2015)

Boundary-layer mesh generation

Subdivide the master element to generate
a boundary-layer mesh
“An isoparametric approach to high-order curvilinear boundary-layer meshing”
Moxey, Hassan, Sherwin, Peiro, CMAME, 283, (2015)

Boundary-layer mesh generation
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Application to F1 Geometry
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Q = 17 – exact Quadrature
Q = 12 – sufficient for integrating 20th
degree polynomials
20th order polynomial
-1
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Example from Kirby & Karniadakis, J. Comp. Phys (2003)
!

12th order quadrature
0.5

1

up to the fifth coefficient whereas in the case of Figure 9(b) the nonzero modes
span both x and y directions again up to the fifth coefficient. The sixth
coefficient in both directions is zero, showing adequate support for the Jacobian
determinant expansion.

Types of Aliasing

PDE non-linearities u · ru
GPQ!P

GPQ!P

ticular, we note that the Jacobian for both cases is e↵ectively of fourth order,
(a) Top
edge curved
TopQ!P
and left edges curved
butGP
in Q!P
the case of Figure 9(a) we have nonzero
modes
only in the x-direction (b)GP
up to the fifth coefficient whereas in the case of Figure 9(b) the nonzero modes
Figure
4th order meshes
span both x and y directions again
up 8:
to Examples
the fifthofcoefficient.
Theemployed
sixth to investigate geometrical aliasing
coefficient in both directions is zero, showing adequate support for the Jacobian
GPQ!P
determinant expansion.
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(a) Top edge curved
Vn = ax nx 0
order meshes employed to investigate geometrical aliasing

1

(b) Top and left edges curved

Figure 9: Coefficients in an orthonormal expansion basis for the 4th order meshes showed in
ax
Fig.(8)
(0,0)
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x
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The test case we consider is identical to that of Eq. (38), aside from the use of
spatially-constant advection velocities
0.3
0.2

Vn = ax nx < 0
ax = ⇡2 g(t),

⇡
2 g(t),
Figure 5:0 Upwind flux at the interface between two elements: Aliasing arising from mixed
information
from
left (39).
and theWe
rightchoose
element a period T = 0.5 and a final
where
g(t) is coming
defined
inthe
Eq.
0.1

ay =

G Mengaldo et al. J. Comp. Phys, 2015
0.1

(43)
time

Aliasing error in boundary layer
Helicity, Re=1.2M, P=5

Aliasing error at 30% of
non-linear terms magnitude

Aliasing error ~200 % of
non-linear terms magnitude

Re=500K, P=7 Instability

Wave interaction or Wave trapping
x
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No SVV

Eigenanalysis informed SVV
R. Moura, J. Peiro, S.Sherwin
• Mengaldo G, De Grazia D, Moura RC, Sherwin SJ, 2018, Spatial eigensolution
analysis of energy-stable flux reconstruction schemes and influence of the numerical
flux on accuracy and robustness, Journal of Computational Physics, 358, 1-20
• Mengaldo G, Moura RC, Giralda B, Peiró J, Sherwin SJ 2017, Spatial eigensolution
analysis of discontinuous Galerkin schemes with practical insights for under-resolved
computations and implicit LES, Computers and Fluids, 0045-7930
• Moura RC, Sherwin SJ, Peiro J, 2016, Eigensolution analysis of spectral/hp
continuous Galerkin approximations to advection-diffusion problems: Insights into
spectral vanishing viscosity, Journal of Computational Physics, 307, 401-422
• Moura RC, Sherwin SJ, Peiro J, 2015, Linear dispersion-diffusion analysis and its
application to under-resolved turbulence simulations using discontinuous Galerkin
spectral/hp methods, Journal of Computational Physics, 298, 695-710,
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re 7: Dispersion-di↵usion eigencurves for P = 3 for the advection-di↵usion problem with Pe⇤ = 102 , Pe⇤ = 103 , Pe⇤ = 1 and Pe⇤ = 10
ttom). The thick highlighted branches represent primary eigencurves while dotted curves indicate the exact behaviour.
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DG-like properties of CG+SVV

restricted by
by the
the choice
choice of
of an
an upwind
upwind numerical
numerical flux,
flux, the
the CG-SVV
CG-SVV scheme
scheme is
restricted
is more
more flexible
flexible due
due to
to the
the larger
larger number
number
of
SVV
control
parameters.
Depending
on
the
simulation
considered
and
polynomial
order
used,
DG
dissipation
of SVV control parameters. Depending on the simulation considered and polynomial order used, DG dissipation
levels are
are likely
likely to
to be
be either
either too
too weak
weak or
or stronger
stronger than
than necessary,
necessary, whereas
whereas SVV
levels
SVV could
could be
be adjusted
adjusted to
to provide
provide higher
higher
dissipation
levels
or
an
improved
resolution
power
through
a
reduced
maximum
dissipation.
dissipation levels or an improved resolution power through a reduced maximum dissipation.

DG

CG+SVV to mimic DG

R. C.

Figure 15: Dispersion and di↵usion curves for full upwind DG (top) and the optimized CG-SVV scheme (bottom) for P = 2, . . . , 8. Thin dotted
Figure
15: Dispersion
and
di↵usionfor
curves
full upwind DG (top) and the optimized CG-SVV scheme (bottom) for P = 2, . . . , 8. Thin dotted
lines represent
the exact
behaviour
linearfor
advection.
lines
represent
the
exact
behaviour
for
linear
advection.
Moura, S. J. Sherwin, and J. Peiró, J. computational physics, 307. 401-422, 2016.
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Figure 6: Numerical dispersion (left) and di↵usion (right) curves for CG-based linear advection-di↵usion
with P = 4 and Pe⇤ varying from 0.8 to 1.28 (top), 1.35 to 1.75 (centre) and 2 to 100 (bottom). Arrows
are used to indicate the direction of increasing Pe⇤ for each set of curves.
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real(k1)
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Example of CG or DG(Hyper upwinding) problem
cos(!t)

a=1

Pe=1000

here, a possible explanation is that SVV needs only to provide
between the (monotonic) DG curve of order P 2 and that
(non-monotonic) bubbles. Another important point is that
egions of constant slope in log-log plots, as will be described
hat are more evident in linear scale plots (cf. right-hand side
the optimisation process. However, the matching at higher
d the fact the CG dissipation levels in this range were typically
r robustness.

DG-like properties of CG+SVV
CG+SVV •Match slope near origins
DG

•DG is superconvergent so match
CV+SVV at P with DG at P-2
•Have higher diffusion at higher
frequencies

Dissapation

CG-SVV dissipation (colour) for PCG = 3, . . . , 9 and their
, . . . , 7. The polynomial order of the curves increases from left
ar scale (right) plot.

d consisted essentially in minimizing the distance between a
trial SVV kernel at a set of equispaced points along the DG
region of constant slope (in log-log plots) for each DG curve.
twice the number of free kernel entries for each case. Note
oper SVV operator, whereas the last one is a (unit) dummy
encurves [13]. Hence, the CG discretization with P = 3, for
to be adjusted. optimisation was performed via MATLAB’s
orithms have been tested, but the best results were achieved
ch, see e.g. [24], through MATLAB’s function particleswarm.
the unit Péclet number (Pe⇤ = µ0 1 = 1) was chosen for the
It happens that the SVV characteristics are actually defined
l entries. However, the optimal entries found were observed
value of µ0 was set for the optimisation. For example, when
0, the optimal kernel entries obtained were exactly ten times
resulting in the same dissipation curves. Hence, the reference
important in itself, and the unit value has only been chosen
Figure 9: Numerical dispersion (left) and di↵usion (right) characteristics of the CG-SVV approach
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Comparison with Commercial Tools
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More refined B.L.

Next steps

3.2. downstream
REAR RAMPof the
• Another effect of the larger wake is an increased region of recirculating flow
ramp leading to the decrease in rear surface pressure visible in Figure 3.6(b). This leads to a larger
discrepancy between front and rear static pressure further increasing pressure drag.
tion peak at the diffuser ramp packer. The benefit of the steeper diffuser angle enlarging the throat

Nektar++:Elemental Road Race Car

tion of the underbody is however much greater than the consequential separation that occurs in the
(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3 (a) overleaf. The extension of the ’throat’ section of the diffuser has lead to a large increase in

those gained through the underbody
The addition
of the
theunderbody
ramp was
found
to greatly
aid
the region of redesign.
minimum surface
pressure on
with
the curvature
of the
ramp packer further

(b)
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point increase in rear downforce (1 point = 0.01 °C L ) shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Comparison of full-car force coefficients for CFD019 and CFD047
Case
CFD019
CFD047

Notes
Elemental RP1 Baseline Car
As CFD019 with Diffuser Packer
Deltas

CD
0.83
0.85
+ 0.02

°C L
1.19
1.25
+ 0.06

-CL f
0.88
0.89
+ 0.01

-CL r
0.31
0.37
+0.06

%-C L f
74.0
70.8
- 3.2%

L/D
1.42
1.48
+ 0.06

Moxey,Turner, Jassim,Taylor, Sherwin Design 3: +270% Downforce

There was a very slight increase in drag coefficient recorded after the diffuser adjustments were
implemented. To determine the cause of this increased C D , regions of separation in the underbody were

w.

(a)

reducing the static pressure at the inlet to the rear diffuser tunnel. These two effects contribute to the 6

for the car as well as increasing the total °C L

CHAPTER

17
Many of these expectations are realised in the RANS outputted underbody static pressures, shown in
The ramp was added to the initial geometry to be able to judge the benefits of the ramp in isolation

ery forward aerodynamic balance of the baseline

CFD059 and CFD060 showing the reprofiling of the roll hoops in
for Comparison
Figure 3.7: Comparison of geometries
F IGURE 3.2. for
Geometries
CFD019(left)
(left) showing
and CFD047
F IGURE 3.4. Comparison of geometries
CFD019of(right)
and for
CFD059
the(right) showing the
CFD060 (highlighted red).
alteration
to the diffuser
tunnels on CFD047 (highlighted red).
addition of a rear ramp in CFD059 (highlighted
red).

Design 2: +33% Downforce
increasing the region of low pressure below the

rack use. The initial design of the aerodynamic

pgraded aerodynamic package aimed to deliver

car with a road legal windscreen, attention now

F UTURE W ORK

(b)

e body. This design can attain considerably more

sharper transition present in CFD019.

4

(a)

e final report currently features:

(b)

The smoothed transition to the rear diffuser tunnels is designed to minimise separation by removing the

hlighted in red below in Figure 3.4.

version of the Elemental RP1 from: (a) Top view.

to maximise
downforce
produced.
This
has
the effect
of increasing
the angle of the rear diffuser
ditional
points to
is required
order
to
move
balance
intoalso
the
target
window
of 60%.
Therefore
the roll hoops
ramp,
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penalty
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mitigate in
attempt
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tunnel which can be beneficial to floor performance if the steeper diffuser can maintain attached flow.
waswere
decided
tore-profiled
add a ramp
to the
rearmost
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body geometry
(case 3.7.
name CFD059),
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design,
circular
initiallypoint
their
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and smoothing the transition from the flat floor to the rear diffuser tunnel. As with all Venturi style

Reprofiling Roll Hoops

underbodies,
beneficial
to extend
the length
the ’throat’
region,
where
flow of
velocity
ile the redesign of the underbody
led toit ais gain
in rear
downforce
of 6ofpoints,
a gain
of the
order
an is at it’s highest,

hicle.

3.3

the initial design below in Figure 3.2. This involves moving the inlet to the diffuser tunnel rearwards

ward giving a more stable handling platform for the car as well as increasing the total °C L

r

2 Rear Ramp

upgraded vehicle to be characterised in the final report currently features:

generated by the initial design.
downforce
of rear
producing double the amount
The initial
concept
to generate more °C L involved the addition of a diffuser ramp packer, compared to

ne [15]. It is hoped that this will move the very forward aerodynamic balance of the baseline

5th order
Re=1m

ce than single-element wings with the flap increasing the region of low pressure below the

an be seen next to the initial Elemental RP1 baseline car below in Figure 4.1:

Figure 3.6: (a) Comparison of total pressure 400 mm rearward of the vehicle trailing edge for CFD019
and CFD059 (left). (b) Comparison of rear static presssure for CFD019 (left) and CFD059 (right).
(right)
ure 3.3: (a)
Comparison of underbody static presssure for CFD019 (bottom) and CFD047 (top). (b)
CHAPTER 3. AERODYNAMIC BALANCE MIGRATION OF THE BASELINE CAR
gions of separation or near separation (V ∑ 0.3V1 ) on the underbody of CFD019 (bottom) and CFD047
p).
Overall however, the ramp is the key addition in the search to move the balance rearward with the
3.1 Diffuser Ramp Packer
substantial static pressure increase upstream of the ramp and beneficial effect of the ramp on the diffuser

lement wing to be mounted at the rear of the body. This design can attain considerably more

mers with a high performance vehicle for track use. The initial design of the aerodynamic

(a)

1mparison
baseline car
below
in Figure
of the
baseline
and4.1:
aero upgrade version of the Elemental RP1 from: (a) Top view.

user tunnel.

highlighted in Figure 3.3 (b) overleaf and this revealed a region of separation present at the inboard lip of

Summary/Confessions
• Applying spectral/hp element techniques to
challenging industrial flow problems.
• Compactness of methods attractive on current/
emerging HPC architecture
• Accurate, transient flow modelling is an enabling
technology for high-end engineering.
• But …
• Meshing has gone from torture to painful to a
specialist skill
• Robustness has required careful analysis and
probably requires more !
NEKTAR++
SPECTRAL/HP ELEMENT FRAMEWORK

